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About This Game

Hoping to escape your destiny as a monster trainer you left the home of your famous parents to find your own way in the world.
Within two years of leaving home your parents had been murdered and now you've been called back to inherit their failing
farm.
With the farm heavily in debt to the bank, and with a burning desire to find and kill your parents' murderer the only option is to
take up the mantle of monster trainer and the destiny you tried so hard to escape.
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Features:
A huge open world to explore.
Nearly 100 unique monsters to collect, train, and evolve.
Choose from 10 playable characters.
A dynamic economy influenced by your choices.
Break into, and steal from, any house, shop, or warehouse.
A massive crafting system with hundreds of craftable items.
Hundreds of quests including an immense main storyline.
Multiple ways to proceed and complete the game.
40 hours of scripted gameplay and the chance to play on indefinitely!
A battle arena to challenge other monster trainers.
Breed goats on your farm for milk, to craft battle cheeses and magical yogurts.
An advanced weapon and armour socketing system.

Open World
Spring City Tales is set in The Prosperous Freehold: an area consisting of three distinct biomes. Spring City and the Marshland,
the deserts of Blackroot, and the frozen wastes of Leskova. From the game's outset you can set off along your own path,
exploring the world as you see fit.

Collectable Monsters
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1308529858
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In a shadow-world parallel to The Freehold, live the Void-Monsters. These creatures can be dangerous but are kept in check by
both the Rune Temples and monster trainers. As a monster trainer you can collect runes to summon these monsters from beyond
the void, train them up, and get them to fight for you! There are nearly a hundred known monsters with more being discovered
every day!

Dynamic Economy
In The Freehold there are two financial powers. The Bank and The Purchasing Guild. The Bank loans money to many of the
families that live their while The Purchasing Guild buys locally crafted items to export. Helping Kat, paying off loans, and
supporting causes will improve the local economy, which in turn increases the payout for selling items to the Purchasing Guild.
However it will also increase interest rates, making both your loans, and other Kats harder to pay off. Theft, violence, and
general skuldugery will weaken the local economy, having the opposite effect!

Thievery
Once the Kat have gone to bed, out come the thieves! By crafting thief tools you can choose to break into any house, warehouse,
or shop and steal from them. Sometimes this may be for a quest or perhaps you are just looking for some extra gold. So long as
you stay quiet you can make a lot of extra gold, but should you make too much noise the guards will come and you could end up
spending your valuable time in prison!

Crafting
There are thirteen unique crafting skills each with their own levelling system. Craft yogurts, cheeses, armours, bows, axes,
weapon components, tonics, potions, thief tools, fairy eggs, magical gems, glass items, oils, and more! Grow crops and forage
monsters for ingredients. Become an expert in a single field and make thousands of gold!

Questing
As the child of famous monster trainers your return has excited many people. Each morning you will get a visit from the
postman bringing quests of all sorts: everything from the mundane worries of local Kat, monster hunts, thievery requests,
begging letters, and quests so fantastical they will take you into strange and magical realms. There is also the matter of finding
you parents' killer and avenging their death! Of course, all quests are non compulsory!
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Title: Void Monsters: Spring City Tales
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Mykel Flynn
Publisher:
Mykel Flynn
Release Date: 6 Mar, 2018

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (32bit/64bit)
Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or better
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000, Nvidia GeForce 8000, ATI Radeon HD 4800 Series
Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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The story plot for this game is pretty well done. It really do question the parental care we have given to our children while we
are all revolving around works. I also love how the plot goes into a little questioning regarding how the media have been
portraying to our society as well. A truly well done job - I always love how GameHouse's Original Stories bring in a lot of
philosophical issues that we should really reflect upon in life.
As always, wonderful graphics and lots of fun mini games. Soothing and cheerful soundtracks and I seriously love Andy's
singing - I can listen to it all day long.. Season Match is a Match-3 without being a match-3: it's clicking on chains of 3 or more
to make them disappear. The story is about a broken mirror and a problem with seasons: we meet them in a human form (and all
girls). While the game is simple, it may be a challenge with timed mode. The soundtrack is good enough to relax you and the
quality of the drawings is high. Achievements are easy to do but the arcade mode is longer than the story mode because you're
meeting the Snow Queen.
Anyway, I recommend it for people loving casual gaming. If you want a real challenge, the sequels are worth it.. no challenge
*repetitve
*short game
*waste of money. its amazing its a good game and a lot of enjoyment its graphics are decent but its nice for low end pc's that
cant run games as well try it i highly recommend this game i give it 100000/10. A great improvement on Caesar III. Buying will
give you many hours of fun and enjoyment. (UPDATE) you finally figure out most of the RNG death jumps after 5-6hrs
An Imp? A Fiend! was really tight fun platforming so I thought this would be the same, it kinda is but different and slightly
worse.
Random jumps are 10x harder than others because RNG if your person will grab the ledge or just slide fall to your death
level 5 is just sadistic. Satazius is a fairly standard spaceship shooter. While it's far from the quality of a Tecnosoft or Toaplan
shmup, it's still pretty fun and worth a few bucks if it's on sale. The level design varies from stupidly easy to cheap and
frustrating, the graphics are dull, and the music is bland, but if you're desperate for a shmup, you could do far worse.
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Recommended for sure. It has a nice art style, fitting music and a great atmosphere. There are some bugs for sure (Hit with the
mace and block directly or dead ends when skipping a dialog and directly starting a new one) but you should try it yourself and
support the developer to finish his great game. Keep up!. Really fun game. Being demon and scaring the ever
loving♥♥♥♥♥♥out of people feels so good (Especially when you bust down a door to get to one). Being human trying to find
the ritual pieces that are pretty much impossible to find unless you have some sort of radar cheat is challenging and terrifying
but fun. Only real downside is that there aren't many ways to defend yourself (a pistol which is impossible to find, torches which
are very hard to spot or the demon has a mic in which hilarity ensues).
Oh yeah speaking of microphones it is absolutely hilarious when a demon grabs you and says things like "You're coming with
me. We'll be friends" or even "You're going swimming, whether you like it or not." Recommend this game so much. 11/10. I
like puzzle easy to bit hard, look good 16-bit LOL and funny game. And quick earn easy Achievements and you can solve easy.
Worked Desktop and you can play laptop but not work touch screen only tablet mode.. I went into Beglitched expecting an
adorable, cyberpink bejeweled, but it's much more of an adorable cyberpink minesweeper.
Only the mines move.
You have to hunt them using deduction and timing and cleverness and gem swapping.
There's this narrative, too, that hits the late-90s internet kid I used to be. Building ephemeral communities, changing identities,
leaving friendships and forums in our wake.
It's just the sweetest thing.. Bought this game because this company also made Solar Settlers, which is an excellent game. This is
close to unplayable though. Bad UI, hard to read text, some UI bugs, and overall poor feel.
OOPS, turns out it starts out at lowest resolution. Once I fixed that, it looked much better.
However, I didn't like the gameplay very much. Seems a bit too simple and boring. (Unlike Solar Settlers.). Let me start by
saying I have the boardgame version of this game and enjoy playing it. From reading the game manual, the goal of the game is
to recreate the mechanics of the boardgame.
The reason I had to go to the manual was due to a faulty implementation. Sound in the tutorials does not work, all I get a buzzing
sound. Certain user interface components overlap, making it impossible to access what lies under the top layer. Cards, an
important component in the boardgame, are not yet implemented. There is no way to control graphics or sound through the use
of a settings or options menu. [There is an options menu which gives two sliders that are not labeled. Message to the developers:
this is rather useless.] (I'm running on an Alienware machine that meets all of the requirements for this game.)
After trying a different machine, I was able to try the tutorials and get through them. There are typos and some other minor
issues, but overall, it plays reasonably well. However, the lack of cards is annoying.
Update: I just tried the 1.06 patch and it's a big improvement. The game plays a lot better and the feedback from the game is a
lot better. Since they are updating regularly, I'm going to assume the cards and other fixes are coming and I will change my
overall review to "recommended".
Overall, this game appears to have been shoved out the door a month or two before it was really ready. I have hopes that these
issues will be addressed by the developers, however at this point I cannot recommend it. That's a shame because I was looking
forward to the game.. I bought this as a PC adventure game so cannot comment on the VR merits. As an adventure game , don't
waste your money or time on this. To get anything done you have to solve a large number of mind-numbingly simple puzzles.
The same puzzles repeat throughout the game. A typical puzzle is: can't reach high object; AI says you'll need to grow larger,
push grow larger button.; touch object; push grow smaller button to continue on your way. After a short while this becomes
extremely boring but I gave it a fair play and got 20% through the game before I gave up on it.
Update 1.0.7:
Additions:
-Igloos are now numbered.
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Fixes:
-The daily quest turnin bug has been fixed. This will no longer be an issue on new saves but for people already with the problem
there is a fix. See the below thread.
http://steamcommunity.com/app/807060/discussions/0/2949168687320981536/
-The pocketwatch will now never speed up time to x15. Update 1.0.4:
Changes:
- Arena combatants now wait for two hours instead of one, allowing more time to get to the battle.
- More seed variations added to the 'Fungi Caves' and 'Leskova Forest'
Fixes:
- The arena no longer glitches when using rings to teleport away.
- Fairy seeds now grow correctly.
- The 'Ancient Temple' now spawns enemies correctly.
. Update 1.0.2:
Fixes:
- Slowed down the 'wait' while sleeping to avoid crashes.
- Master chests no longer drop junk.
- Haegl runes now drop from more enemies.
- Ethelbane no longer crashes when using resurrect.. Update 1.0.5:
Fixes:
- A bug that stopped some people walking over cobwebs in the Ancient Temple
- Some spelling errors.
- Code improvements to lessen 'postman' lag
- Ion Silium can no longer crash the game during conversation.. Hotfix 1.0.5.1:
Fixes:
The entrance to the upper tomb in Spring City should note stay open after the Ruby Wand puzzle.
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